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Thank you for binging SquidPixels into your creative workflow. We are excited that you will soon 
enjoy the benefits that come along with efficiency, less stress, and the ability to let go and sit 
back as we do the designs for you! Enjoy this document that gives you an in-depth walkthrough 
on how to use our system, reviews the membership plan, and gives you design ideas!

MEMBERSHIPS
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Jar helps our team to better manage your ongoing creative requests. It takes a lot of our 
routine work (like email updates & file sending) and automates it - allowing us to spend more 
time working on delivering beautiful graphics and creative work for you and your organization.

Jar is based around the concept of requests, or ongoing work, that can be separated into 
manageable tasks.

Once a request is submitted, it is now in our system where our creative team can then assign 
it to one of our team members and/or group and set a status. It also gets its own folder 
structure, so you will always know exactly where files for the request are at all times.

Submitting a request
Checking the status of a request
Communicating with the Designer
Finding past requests and their files (we never delete anything)

You will be emailed a link to create your account. 
It will come from hello@jarhq.com with the subject 
line “JAR Invitation Instructions via SquidPixels”. 
Once you click “Activate Account” it’ll take you to a 
place to enter a password.

important: you are creating your password

important: your email that you became a member 
with will be your log-in email

JAR

CREATING YOUR LOGIN

WHAT IS JAR?

WHAT YOU CAN USE JAR FOR:

HOW TO CREATE YOUR USERNAME AND PASSWORD:

Activate Account
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When you create your account, you are now an offi cial member of the #SquidSquad, and we 
can start designing what you request. You can log in through:

www.SquidPixels.com 
 Click the “sign in” button in the top right corner

Enter your email address and password (use the email and password you created when you 
fi rst joined), then you’re viewing the private dashboard!

If you forgot your password, you can click the “Forgot Your Password? 
 Click here.” link. You will be emailed a password reset link.

LOGGING IN

One of the things we LOVE is to humanize your experience with us, since 
we are working digitally. When you log in, go to the top right of your 
dashboard, click your name drop, and then click “Profi le”. Scroll over the 
circle, and you will be able to upload a photo. All of our designers will have 
a picture as well — we are human and so are you!

When you log in, go to the top right of your dashboard, click your name drop, and then click 
“Profi le”. The bottom section under “Details” will have an “edit” button that you can click. 
This will open up a box where you can edit your information.

Upon you logging in for the fi rst time, your dashboard will be blank. As you make requests, 
they will show up in sequential order. The top will be the most recent request made, and the 
bottom will be the oldest.

DASHBOARD

HOW TO ADD A PROFILE PICTURE:

HOW TO EDIT PERSONAL INFORMATION:

WHERE CAN YOU VIEW YOUR REQUESTS?
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When you have new work you need us to do, simply click the bright pink NEW REQUEST 
button to submit your request through the application. When the form pops up, you will enter 
the details of your request. Once you’ve added in all of the relevant information, check the 
“Yes! All the fi nal text, assets & details are ready to go!” checkbox, then click 
“Submit Request”. 

You will also be able to see this request JAR 
once submitted.

You can also  send an email to requests@inbound.jarhq.
com with a subject line (this will becom the name of your 
request) and the body of the email fi lled out (this will 
become the details of the request). 

Jar will recognize your email address and automatically add 
the request into yours and theirs request lists. 

important: You must submit your request via the email 
address that is linked to your Jar account. If you use a different email address, Jar will not be 
able to determine where to route the request to.

important: you can not forward an email to requests@inbound.jarhq.com. It will cut everything 
off that is being forwarded.

Jar will automatically take your request and add it to our queue. Once a proof or the fi nal fi les 
are ready for your request, you’ll automatically receive an email with the corresponding fi les. 
You’ll also be able to log in to Jar to see the status of any request at any time, without having 
to wait for a response from your designer (status information further in the document).

CREATING A REQUEST (DESIGN)

SUBMITTING A REQUEST IN JAR

EMAILING IN A REQUEST
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Although our designers are awesome, they are not mind-readers (not yet, at least). That can 
happen later, once you’ve worked with our team on multiple requests! The secret to getting 
great designs quicker is through detail!

It’s good to be descriptive, but short! We will be using this to help create the name of your fi les.

Keeping the name short and sweet allows us to pick the best fi le name for  you! All the fi le 
names will have the request number at the very beginning. Ex. 7432_Flyer_PoolParty

important: If you have a deadline, please put your hands-on date (the absolute latest you 
need the fi nal fi les by), so we know where the request stands on the docket / your priority list.

OUR REQUEST FORM

ANATOMY OF AN AWESOME REQUEST

NAME OF YOUR REQUEST

WHAT TO DO: WHAT NOT TO DO:

Ex. Pool Party Flyer
Ex. December Holiday IG Post
Ex. Specials of the day Menu

Ex. Flyer for mom’s grandmas party on 5/11 at 12pm
Ex. I would like a social media graphic for an event
Ex. Red, Yellow, and Green banner that is big 

continued to pg 7...
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“YOUR DREAM VACATION”

COPY/TEXT

The more information here, the better. For example, image you are  submitting a request 
for a flyer of your dream vacation to motivate you. You submit a request that says “please 
create a flyer for my dream vacation to motivate me”. We could make you a dream  
vacation for Iceland, Bora Bora, Australia, or Peru because there is not enough detail. If 
you say “please create a flyer for my dream vacation to motivate me. My dream vacation is 
in Miami, FL and I would love to stay at the Versace mansion. My dream is to be there for 
a full week.” We now are able to create you the perfect flyer  of your dream vacation.

At SquidPixels, we are not copy writers and do not provide text for you to input into 
your design. However you send your copy, please make sure it’s in real text format, not 
an image, so the designer can copy and paste it into your design. Make sure the text is 
proofread, as the designer will not make edits to grammar or spelling.
 Text files, word docs, or google docs are ideal
 PDF files are less ideal. Copying and pasting can sometimes result in textual errors.
 Images that contain text do not work, unless it is short text such as “Happy New   
 Year” or a date “August 27, 2021”. 

OUR REQUEST FORM

DESCRIPTION

STOCK PHOTOS
SquidPixels has multiple accounts with stock photo websites that we use for our clients. 

Usage Rights: Please specify if your design is going to be used for merchandise to be 
resold. We will ensure that the stock images that we use are allowed to be used for resale.

We can, or you can! One of the 
benefits of us choosing it is that 
you don’t have to do the deep 
dive into these websites with a 
ton of photos. Our designers are 
trained to find the best photos 
for you!

If you do not provide any images, we will find the  
best photo to fit your design. If you have a specific  
idea in mind, give us a good description of what 
you want the photo to be or what you want to 
accomplish. If you are still having trouble, we can 
give you a link to the website for you to search 
through the site!

WHO CHOOSES THE IMAGES? HOW DOES IT WORK?

continued to pg 8...
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DESIGN INSPIRATION
Are there any designs that you like? Feel free to send the links over so we can view them! 
You can also include links to designs you do NOT like — just make sure that you specify 
that you do not like these designs and what you do not like about them (this will help our 
designers stay away from certain things).

Having a good description, copy, and design inspiration are not all required, but if you send 
these things over, this will allow us to give you the design you’re looking for quicker and with 
less revisions, allowing us to give you the fastest turn around time possible.

OUR REQUEST FORM

DESCRIPTION CONT.

continued to pg 9...
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If you have a particular size you need, please specify the dimensions.
 Ex. 1024x750px, less than 5MB
 Ex. 8.5 x 11

important: when it comes to sizes, we will go by width x height

If you’re unsure, you can collaborate with our team for the best dimensions. If this is the 
case, understand that it is still guesswork and may not be the exact size you expect. 
 Ex. Please help me fi nd the best size for a direct mail postcard

Our designers are trained in specifi c sizes for things such as IG post, FB post, fl yer, etc.
 Ex. IG Post (feed, story, ad NOT just ig post)
 Ex. Standard Flyer

Vertically or horizontally oriented? We love when you specify orientation!
      If you do not care, let us know!
      If you do not specify, our designers will go with the standard (width x height)

OUR REQUEST FORM

FILE SIZE OR DIMENSIONS

continued to pg 10...
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Sometimes issues with attachments, or lack there of, can delay your request’s turnaround. 
There are two ways to send your assets to us:
     1. Attach them in your request.
     2. Include links to your fi les in the description
 If your fi les are already in Google Drive or Dropbox, you can share the link with us.
 Keep in mind, that if this is the case, you need to change the privacy settings so   
 that anyone can access, view, and download the document.
     3. Size and Resolution
 The image quality needs to be compatible with the size of the fi nal design. This is  
 especially important for print graphics.

If you need your design printed, we can get you a quote! 
 Simply fi ll out how many you need printed, material, etc
 If you need help with advice, we are here for you :) 

OUR REQUEST FORM

ATTACHMENTS

REQUEST A PRINTING QUOTE

continued to pg 11...
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This is the last step to submitting your request!

There is a checkbox at the bottom of the screen 
confi rming that you gave enough info / copy, 
attachments and dimensions.

If you click submit and the screen does not move, 
that means you forgot to enter something! Please 
double check the title, description, and fi le size fi eld.

Copying other designs: SquidPixels is not liable for copyright or license issues of any 
graphics. If you submit something to copy, SquidPixels is under the assumption that you 
have the rights to copy it.

Describe the design you need
Include or request images
Attach any copy, images or assets

If a request you submit is too large to be accommodated in a single request, we might 
“batch it”. This means that we will separate it into different requests to make sure it is 
worked on by our designers with time effi ciency in mind!

For new requests to go on the docket for the business day, the cut off time is:
 6am EST for Monthly, Weekly and Daily clients
 3pm EST for Priority clients

OUR REQUEST FORM

SUBMIT

PRO TIPS

BREAKING UP A REQUEST

CUT OFF TIMES
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Our designers are pretty awesome, but we cannot promise everything will be perfect the first 
time, every time. Sometimes things come up on your end, or you might want to change the 
color on a design, which is why we offer unlimited revisions! Don’t worry, it’s easy to patch 
things up with a revision.

REVISIONS

Specify what you like about the design (this will help ensure that this element will not be lost 
in the revision)

Specify what you don’t like about the design (maybe you don’t like the image, it’s not on-
brand enough, or you don’t like a certain color)

Remind us of the goal of the design (include something you  may not have mentioned; for 
example, “senior citizens will be looking at this, so we need larger text).

Include Inspiration / links to designs you like

We’re human, you’re human, together we can figure it out. We like to say this to remind you that 
you’re working with real people, so please keep creative feedback friendly!

Good communication leads to better results! Here are a few tips on how to help with revisions:

Our goal as a compnay is to get your revisions to you by the end of of next business day!

WHAT MAKES GREAT FEEDBACK

WHEN WILL REVISIONS BE DONE?

Unlimited! That’s one of the many awesome things about SquidPixels - we do not cap revisions.

Tip: Keep in mind, the more revisions you ask for the longer it takes. Try to review your proof 
carefully and send all revisions together :)

HOW MANY REVISIONS DO I GET?
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You will receive an email lett you know your proof or 
fi nal fi les is ready. When you open the request, you will 
push the big, pink “Files” button and there will be a 
pop-up window that opens up.

In each request, there will always be a “Client Attachments” folder. This is where everything 
you upload will go automatically. Other folders you will see as your request progresses 
through the design process:

At the bottom of the proof or folder, there will be a button that 
says “Copy Public Link”. This button will allow you to share 
the folder / proof with anyone you wish without the hassle of 
downloading, uploading, resending, etc.

When there is a proof waiting for you, our designers will send you 
a response in the request letting you know that your design is 
ready. This will send you a notifi cation to the email we have on fi le for your account. 

Important: If your acccount multiple users, the notifi cation will go to the individual that 
submitted the request.

Important: When clicking on the folder, if you have a 
“black arrow” cursor, this is only selecting the folder 
(it will turn green). If you have the “Mickey Mouse 
hand” cursor, this will open the folder and bring you 
into the folder to view the proofs / fi nal fi les.

FILES

HOW DO WE RECEIVE THE FILES?

FOLDERS

COPY PUBLIC LINK

NOTIFICATIONS

This is where all your versions and proofs 
of your design will be. For  the initial 
proof, there will be 2 variations for you 
choose from. When you respond, please 
reference which version you like.

All your completed design fi les will be here. 
Finished fi les can come in JPG, PNG, or 
PDF. Source files can come in AI, PSD,  o r 
INDD. Source fi les will not be automatically 
included but can be given.

PROOFS FINAL FILES
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Status allow you and the SquidPixels team to keep track of workflow! They show up under 
the request name and will be in different colors / names.

STATUSES

WHAT IS A STATUS?

Unassigned This is when you first submit a request. If it’s in unassigned, that means 
it went through our system, but no one on our team has reviewed it 
yet. We go through unassigned requests a few times a day.

This means that a member of our team has reviewed your request and 
has put it in the queue. It has not been assigned to a day or designer 
yet. This is like a batters box. It’s on deck, ready to go!

HELP! If your request is in needs review, that means that we are missing 
something from you to make sure the design is completed properly. It 
could be an image you meant to attach, missing copy, a missing link, 
not enough information, or simply the size you need. The sooner you 
get back to us, the better.

If you have any changes, we will put your request in this status to make 
sure your revisions get done. Revisions will be completed by the end 
of the next business day.

Once your request as gone through our team and does not need 
anymore information from you, we will put it on the docket for a certain 
day of the week. If the request says a day of the week, that means you 
will receive it before the end of the business day (6pm EST). 

In Queue

Needs Review

Revisions

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Thursday

Friday

continued to pg 15...
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This status is if you have clients of your own. It may look fantastic to 
you, but your client might still need a few adjustments. Simply let us 
know that the request looks good on your end, but you are going to 
send it to your client and we will mark it with this status (this status 
allows us to move to other things in your queue).

Some companies have a compliance team (NY Life, Cutco, Edward  
Jones, banks). If your company needs to go through a compliance 
team to make sure the design is on brand, let us know, and we can 
change the status to “Compliance”. This helps us know we are not 
waiting on you for approval, but someone elses approval.

Once you have downloaded your final files and the request is complete, 
we will move it to the “Hidden” status. This is simply a filter to allow you 
to only view the requests that are being worked on or in your queue. 
If you go to the top left of your screen, you can filter your requests by 
“ALL” or “HIDDEN” by itself. We never delete anything for our clients 
that are members of the #SquidSquad, and you will always be able to 
find your requests.

Sent to Client

STATUSES

Sent to Compliance

Hidden

Once everything looks complete in the design, let us know, and we will 
send your final files to you. We will mark the status as “Final Files” and 
you will be able to find them in the respective folder.

Final Files

Yay! This means your proof is ready to review. All you need to do is 
click the “files” button, and your design will be waiting for you in the 
respective “Proofs” folder.

Proof Ready
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$100 / Month

Up to one design per 
calendar month

Unlimited Brands

$360 / Month

Up to one design per 
calendar week

Unlimited Brands

$1,600/ Month

Up to one design per 
calendar day

Unlimited Brands

Stock Photography

Next Day Turnaround

Email & Phone Support

MEMBERSHIPS

MONTHLY WEEKLY WEEKLY

All of our plans are set to auto-renew on the day you joined the #SquidSquad. You can cancel 
your subscription at any time by emailing goodbye@squidpixels.com (all we need is one business 
days notice prior to your renewal anniversary date).

Upon cancellation, you will have access to your JAR account through the end of the paid billing 
cycle. You are responsible for using SquidPixels after you join. You will still be charged (unless 
you request to cancel via email at goodbye@squidpixels.com) even if you haven’t requested 
anything, so please keep those requests coming!

One of the coolest things about SquidPixels is that there are no contracts. Of course that means 
you can cancel at anytime, but more importantly, you can upgrade or downgrade your account 
at anytime. We try as best we can to make sure we fl ux with your business (all we need is one 
business days notice prior to your renewal anniversary date). All you need to do is give us a call! 

AUTO-RENEWAL & CANCELLATION

UPGRADING & DOWNGRADING

Next Day Turnaround Next Day Turnaround

Email & Phone SupportEmail & Phone Support

Stock PhotographyStock Photography
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OUR GUARANTEE

PRINTING DEPARTMENT

Depending on the plan you are on, you can add users to submit requests as well.   

To add a user, we just need them to send us this info:

First Name
Last Name
Phone Number
Email Address

Note: Keep in mind, whoever submits the request is going to be the one to get  any notifications 
regarding the request.

Note: Each user can see all the requests, unless you specify otherwise.

When you sign up for SquidPixels, we offer a 14-Day, Risk-Free Guarantee. What does this mean? 
That you get to try us out, risk-free. If you don’t like anything about us, we will give you a refund.

If you do not have a good local printer, or have yet to find someone you can trust, look no further! 
We have a separate printing department that can print almost anything you need. One of the 
great things is that we get volume based pricing based on our number of clients, so we get to 
pass the savings on to you!

If you need printing, here’s what we need to know to get you a great price:
 1. What do you need printed?
 2. What’s the quantity?
 3. What size?
 4. Do you have a budget you’d like to stay under?
 5. What type of paper / product do you need? 

If you do not know one of the answers above, that’s ok! We can give you advice on what would 
be good for you!

ADDING USERS
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DESIGN IDEAS

 Standard Memberships

  Covers (Album / Book / Lead Magnet / Magazine / Podcast)

  Stationary (Letterhead / Thank You Card / Envelopes / Label)

  Wedding (Save The Date / Invitation / Menu / Accommodations)

  Print Ads (Magazine / Billboard / Direct Mail / Newsletter)

  Digital Ads (Web Banner / Social Media / Static / POS)

  Restaurants (Menu / Gift Certificates / Packaging / Coupon)

  Real Estate (Open House Sheet / For Sale Sign / Proposal Packet)

  Photography (Restore / Remove / Resize / Crop / Watermark)

  Trade-Shows (Banner / Badge / Promotional Products)

  Events (Flyer / Invitation / Ticket / Signage / Backdrop)

  E-commerce (T-Shirt Graphic / Digital Mockups / Product Image)

  Blogs (Header / Stamp / Title Image / Post Signature / Button)

  Marketing (Rack Card / Door Hanger / Postcard / Poster)

  Branding (Business Cards / Folder / Corporate Form / Fillable PDF)

  Icons (Mobile App / Website / Infographic / Mini Favicon)

  Social Media (Cover Photo / Graphic / Meme / Quote / Geo Filter)

  Multi-Page (Pamphlet / TriFold / Brochure / Booklet / Sell Sheet)

  Stickers (Bumper / Decal / Vehicle Wrap / Window Graphic)

  Powerpoint (Graphic / Background / Layout Template)

  Corporate (Resumes / Email Signature Graphic / File Convert)

 Priority Membership

  Illustrations (Cartoons / Mascots / Tattoos)

  Layouts (Magazines / Emails)

  Logos (Original / Custom)
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407-607-3434

HELLO@SQUIDPIXELS.COM

WWW.SQUIDPIXELS.COM

CHAT.SQUIDPIXELS.COM

ZOOM.SQUIDPIXELS.COM

CONTACT US


